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ABSTRACT
The effects of the actcr-observer relationship

(friendship or stranger) were teste t determine the attribution of
responsibility for success or failure 'in a.ptisoner's dilemma game
(PDG). Male subjects (N=80) pa.rticipated, four subjects per
experimental sGssion.:Two subjects competed in a non-zero Sum,
Mixed-motive FOG while being observed by two etlies subjects. Each
player wat observed by only one Observer, either-a friend or a
stranger. After 20 trials, each.player and his observer assigned
responsibility for the player.'s outcome. Observers who were friends
to actors usigned more personal responsibility to the actor for
success, ani, less 'personal responsibility for failure, than did
observerswht were strangers tc actors.. Actors who were observed by
friends accepted more person-al responsibility for soccess and'failure
than aid actors, who were observed by strangers. There are many ,-

implications for attribution theory and research: (Aut"hor/NRB)
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Friendship: Its Effect on Actor and Observer-AttribUtions

\- Phillip F.Inne,y .

Southettstssouri State University

(ParYer presented at the meeting of the Southwestern Psychological
Association, April 120 1980 at Oklahoma City, Oklabom6;)
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timagine that you are an individual whorhas just successfully

compleled a taslc. Your performance wa "served by, a friend or by

ik.stranger 4re_asked to_ tell_haw_per_sonally responsible_you

feel you are for the success. Would your self-attributions be any -

-.

different for a success (or a failure, for that matter) %Mich was

observed by a friend than one which was observed by a stranger"

Imagine now that you are another Individupi Who has jut

witnessed a person who is either a friend or stranger to you succeel_

or fail at a 'task. As'an observer now, you are tisked how personally

responsible that friend or stranger is for his outdome. Would your

attributions be any different for a suoceas or failure c;f a friend,

as compared to a stranger?

Essentially, these wefe the questions asked in the present

eeearch. The research began With the anticipation that, indeed,

the relationship which exists between ap aätor 'and an observer

would influence eachesponsibility attributions for the actor's
t

outcomes.

Predictions for 'observer attributions were based on research

(see Bradley,,1978) which suggests that an iabre which may &male

the observer feel closer to the actor, or feel more empathy for the

Actor would cause the ob4rver. to see the actorts behavior favorably.

It Was assumed that a friend would feel closer to an adtor than a
k

stranger would. Accordingly, it was preOcted that observers who

were friends .tb actors would attribute more personal responsibility

for the actor's success, and-less personal respönsibllity for the
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- actor's failure, than would observers who were strangers to actors.

For actors predictions were based on,research (e.g., Bradley,

1976; Weary, 100)- which indicates that variables which increase an

actor's concern about futurd evaluation from observers would tend

to make the actors more modest in their self-attributions of

responsibility. It,was anticipated that an actor would expect more

interaction and. evaluation frOm a-friend than ft m -Strahker.

Therefore, it was predicted thatactors who were obse ved by friends,

yottld attribute less personal responsibility for success, and more

personal responsibility for failure, than would actors who were

observed by strangers.

Method

To test these predictions, it was necessary to use .situation

where individual6 could either succeed or fail at a task, while

being obserlred by Oother person. The: Prisoner's L.emma Game. (PDG)

'VMS chosen for this purl:le:Ise.

0
Eighty male subjects participated it this research, four

subjects per experimental session. Within a session, two subjects

competed in a non-zero sum, mixed motive PDG. Two other subjects

observed the players. Each player was-observed by only one of these

observers.. he.player and bis Aserver were either friends or

- strangers'to each other. 4

Choice combinations and payoffs for the PDG are shown in

Figure 1, Each player could make one of two choices-----,Choice 1 or
/ u

Choice 2. The payoffs for choice combinatiOns are pflown in the

four quadrantsof.this figure. The top portion of the quadrant

reveals Palyer l's payoff,foi; A choice combinat,ion; the bottom half'

of the quadrant Peveals Player 21s payoff.
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Players.competed in 20 -trials of .this game. Then, after the
1

20 trials the player who hadcthe highest score Vas declared the

game's winner; the other player was declared the game'6), loser-
' r

Subsequently, eacri player and his observer assigned 14espon-

sibility for the player'84outcome on 9-point, Likert-type rating

scales. The end points on this scale were 'labeled "The Person,"

ihdie.ating.a personal-,Vesponsibilit attribution,.and "The--

Circumstances," indicating a responsibility B.ssignment to the

actor's environment.
,

Results

Data for actors and observers were analyzed separatel'y in
11IF

2 X 2 (Dyad X Outcom9) analyses of variance. The two levels of the

Dyad variable were ttle Friend and Stranger relationship dyads.

The two levels of Outcome were fuccess Or'Failure for the actor in

the PDG.

T14--Dyad X Outcoffie interaction was significant for observer

tesponsibility atributions. Comparisons of these means within

this interaction (Figure'2)-found that observers, who were friends

of'actors attributed significantly more personal responsibility for

the actor's success, and less personal responsibility for the actor's

, failure, than did observers, who were strangers td actors. Jrhese'

results Ire consiskent with our predictions for,how friendship

'Would influence obServer attributions,

The Dyad X Outcome interaction was not significant for actor

responfAbility attrAbutions.powever,. the Dyad main Wiedt waS

significant. In Figure 3 it can be seen that actors claimed Móre

personal responsibility for success and for failure when'observed.

by aifriend.than'when observed br a stranger.
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Thus p- the data indioate that actors' self-attributions are

influelped by friendship with observers.- However, the anticipated

modesty that friend observers would produce in actors only,ofc urred
11,

.when the actors failed. Actors who were successful and observ
r\

by frier* were quite immodest, claiming more personal responsibilit

for the success than did actors who were observed by strangers.

Discussion _ _ *

To summarize and consider the implications of these results,

for observers it was found that individuals who were friend6 t

actors assigned more personal i'esponsibility to the actor for / his

success, and less personal responsibility qr his failure, hanidid

observers who were strangers4o actor's. As noted, such re4ults are

consistent with predictions and with previous research. Aside from

support of,predictions, thesesults for observers arefimpOrtant

because-they Are the first to occur from resettrch whiqd4 manipulated.
/

actual friendship between an actor and observer, had/the actor

experience succes's or failure in the presence of.th/ observer, and

subsequently found that friendship influences the./Ohserver's

responsibility attributions. These dtta,add 'considerably to previous

research which has used role-piaying techniques or laboratory-

Manipulated actor-observer similarity between strangers to demon
4

strate that factors, such as empathy, may,influence observer

attributions,
r--

The actot's claim of more personal responsIbility for failure

ie. :

whe rip ved.by a friend than by.a stranger was consistent with /

predtpttons. However, the successful actor's immodesty when observed

by a friend was not anticipAed.'

To.try to eXplain this immodesty, it may be moted that Wefiry
/

(1980 has recently'found that actors.*ho are obserVed when t1.45r
/.
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outcome experience more egotism, a desire to

a favorable light, than actors who are

unobserved. In the present research, then, Emcees ful actors who

were observed by-frtends may have felt'quite please that the

friend sawthis perf Mance.. They may'have wished to maximally
\

impress the rriend (egotism), so as to 1414it.ye the friend feel that

this outdome shows that_they are worth_a_closa_r_elationship_ The

Successful actor's immodesty may have then rerlected an attempt

to mariipulate the'friend's impression of his wOrth or value a8 a
,

friend.

This research does have another important implication for

attribUtion research. Considerable attention has teen giyen to

comparisons bf actor and observer attributions. This emphasis

.was fostered by Jones and Nisbett') (1972) theory abouf differences

which,00cur between actor and.observei, attributions. These compar-
',

isons have not accounted' or. the effect of the aetor-observer
-

relationship on eaOh's att\ributl_ons. The pregent, research suggests

that a complete accountInfOitf aCtor-observer attributions must

imclilde considerations of the-interactional effectt between tile two

individuals.
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